
Colleagues, 

Below is your weekly operational update: 

BCRO – Easing Worksite Restrictions: 

Today, we heard from ADM Bill Kroll in update # 24 . Below are some key points for us: 

Attendance at our worksites: While remote work will continue for many of you for the 

foreseeable future, we are now in a position to allow employees to enter our worksites 

to perform non-critical work. Your reasons for wanting to do so may vary. If you would 

like to make a request to attend a BCRO worksite, please speak to your manager 

before using the Office Entry App and ensure you have completed the employee online 

training and reviewed the BCRO Return to Work Guide.  It is important to note that 

priority will be given to employees who need to attend our worksites for hearings 

or essential work. We will also continue to limit attendance to a maximum of 20% 

per floor. 

 
Protocols for non-Justice Canada premises: Some of you have already attended 

third party premises (i.e. courts or tribunals, client premises and law firms) and some of 

you will do so in the near future. A reminder that your BCRO Management Committee is 
developing Protective Measures Kits (i.e. wipes, gloves, masks, etc.). Please contact 
your manager if you require a kit. You can also read through the Department’s new tip 
sheet  and the COVID-19 protocols being implemented in courts and tribunals across 

Canada to help you prepare. The Department has also developed a directive to guide 
you further.  
 

Your well-being: 

A reminder to visit the Wellness section of the Justice employee website - there are 

many tips, links and training resources to support you, both physically and mentally. If 

you need help, please reach out to your manager, to your colleagues, or to the 

Employee Assistance Program. 

The BC government and Dr. Bonnie Henry have reminded us that we need to flatten our 

curve, once again. Please continue to follow the advice of our provincial officials.  Have 

a great weekend and please stay safe and healthy. 

Sincerely, 

Jonathan 
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